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Why a new repository? 

•  Maintaining dedicated (and fragmented) software 
stacks is expensive L 
–  MPI: LAT stack, Meertens: various systems 

•  General repository systems have matured since the 
1990’s 

•  Need to meet the CLARIN  B centre (& DSA) 
requirements 

•  Need to meet the Meertens & TLA requirements 
•  How far can we get using available components, 

configuration and a limited level of tailor made 
software? 
–  Fedora Commons 
–  Islandora based on Drupal 



The ultimate objective of CLARIN is to advance 
research in humanities and social sciences by 
giving researchers unified single sign-on access 
to a platform which integrates language-based 
resources and advanced tools at a European 
level.  

The European CLARIN infrastructure 



CLARIN B centre requirements 

•  [CLARIN-B-2] Centres need to adhere to the security 
guidelines, i.e. the servers need to have accepted 
certificates. 

•  [CLARIN-B-3] Centres need to join the national identity 
federation where available and join the CLARIN service 
provider federation to support single identity and single sign-
on operation based on SAML 2.0 and trust declarations. 

•  [CLARIN-B-5] Centres need to offer component based 
metadata (CMDI) that make use of elements from accepted 
registries such as ISOcat in accordance with the CLARIN 
agreements, i.e. metadata needs to be harvestable via OAI-
PMH. 

•  [CLARIN-B-6] Centres need to associate PIDs records 
according to the CLARIN agreements with their objects and 
add them to the metadata record. 



DSA requirements 

•  [DSA-10] The data repository enables the users to discover 
and use the data and refer to them in a persistent way. 

•  [DSA-11] The data repository ensures the integrity of the 
digital objects and the metadata. 

•  [DSA-12] The data repository ensures the authenticity of the 
digital objects and the metadata. 

•  [DSA-13] The technical infrastructure explicitly supports the 
tasks and functions described in internationally accepted 
archival standards like OAIS. 



Meertens Institute & TLA requirements 

•  [Home-1] The repository should support arbitrary deep collection 
hierarchies. 

•  [Home-2] The repository should support handles as persistent 
identifiers. 

•  [Home-3] The repository should work with arbitrary CMDI profiles. 
•  [Home-4] The repository should provide resource level access control. 
•  [Home-5] The repository should allow collection management to review 

submissions before the resources are actually ingested. 
•  [Home-6] The repository should allow system management to 

determine the location of resources on persistent storage, e.g., from 
fast access times to secure tape drives.  

•  [Home-7] The repository should allow the storage of arbitrary 
relationships between data sets. 

•  [Home-8] The repository should provide entry points for interaction with 
Virtual Research Environments, 

•  [Home-9] The repository should allow for collection management 
oriented metadata, which might not be public. 



Where are we now? 
•  Fedora (Language | Long term) Archiving Technology 

–  (testing) instances at Meertens, MPI and Cologne 
•  A set of docker setups that 

–  Configure Fedora Commons, Drupal and Islandora modules to meet 
the requirements 

–  Add additional components to support CMDI 
1.  FLAT base 
2.  FLAT Islandora SOLR 
3.  Meertens FLAT or FLAT gsearch 
4.  IMDI conversion and CMDIfied IMDI support 
5.  FLAT shibboleth 
6.  SWORD 2.0 API (by DANS) 
7.  Service FLAT: DoorKeeper 
8.  Deposit UI 
9.  FLAT solution packs 

https://github.com/TheLanguageArchive/FLAT 
https://meertens.unfuddle.com/svn/meertens_flatmeertens/  
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Figure 1: FLAT overview



Component MetaData support 

•  CMD to FOX conversion JAVA 

–  Uses Islandora content models: 
•  Collection: CMD record refers to other CMD record 
•  Compound: CMD record refers to resources 

–  mandatory: profile specific Dublin Core conversion 

•  CMD Islandora solution pack PHP, XSLT 

–  optional: profile specific rendering 
•  CMD search 

–  Meertens indexer JAVA 

•  optional: finetune generic mapping 

–  VLO mimic gsearch indexer BASH, JAVA, XSLT 
•  optional: profile specific facets 

•  CMD OAI provider 
–  Proai configuration 
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What are we currently working on? 
•  Deposition of new resources (this month) 

–  Deposition tool (aka the FLAT Doorkeeper) 
•  Plugin-based action chain 

1.  Schema validation 
2.  Repository policy checks 
3.  File type checking 
4.  Evaluation 
5.  Access control 
6.  Fedora deposition 
7.  Handle assignment 
8.  Index maintenance 

–  Deposition service 
•  SWORD 2.0-based upload & DoorKeeper trigger 

–  Deposition UI 

•  Maintenance of resources (this year) 
–  Versioning 

•  Synchronization for external backups 
–  DANS (bags + SWORD) 
–  EUDAT (iRODS?) 



https://www.meertens.knaw.nl/flat/  

 
 

 
  

 
 
  

 
 
  

  
 

https://github.com/TheLanguageArchive/FLAT 

Welcome to the Meertens FLAT J 





Deposit UI: integrated into Drupal 



Deposit UI: manage a SIP 



Deposit UI: integrated with OwnCloud 


